COURSE OUTLINE

Econ G6306: Industrial Development
Eric Verhoogen
Fall 2011

The starred (*) readings are required. The non-starred are recommended. The readings that are available online are indicated below; the electronic version of this list has links. You must be at a computer in the Columbia domain to access the articles. The readings that are not available online are on reserve at the Business and Economics library in Uris Hall.

0 BACKGROUND/GENERAL REFERENCES


1 INTRODUCTION


2 Empirical Methods and Methodological Debates


3 Credit Constraints


4 Reputations and Networks


5 Allocation of Control Rights


6 Labor Markets


7 Learning and Technology Adoption


8 Heterogeneity and Productivity Measurement


9 Trade, Productivity, Prices, Spillovers


10 Trade, Wages, Income Distribution


11 INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND ITS DISCONTENTS (IF TIME)


